Comparative overview of the genomic and genetic differences between the pathogenic Neisseria strains and species.
The availability of complete genome sequences from multiple pathogenic Neisseria strains and species has enabled a comprehensive survey of the genomic and genetic differences occurring within these species. In this review, we describe the chromosomal rearrangements that have occurred, and the genomic islands and prophages that have been identified in the various genomes. We also describe instances where specific genes are present or absent, other instances where specific genes have been inactivated, and situations where there is variation in the version of a gene that is present. We also provide an overview of mosaic genes present in these genomes, and describe the variation systems that allow the expression of particular genes to be switched ON or OFF. We have also described the presence and location of mobile non-coding elements in the various genomes. Finally, we have reviewed the incidence and properties of various extra-chromosomal elements found within these species. The overall impression is one of genomic variability and instability, resulting in increased functional flexibility within these species.